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This document presents a brief description of EDITOR -- an
interactive TENEX interface to ILLIAC IV - AREA Network mult i spectral
image processing software under development at CAC. While conceived
initially as a peripheral TEEEX file-management and job-editing system
for ILLIAC IV multispectral image batch processing, the scope of EDITOR
functions has been widened subsequently to include procedures for direct
TEHEX statistical analysis of small samples of multispectral imagery in
preparation for larger-scale ILLIAC IV analyses. Thus, where only small-
scale image interpretations are required, and where portable terminal
output is sufficient, EDITOR may be used alone on any ARPA Network TENEX
computer as a self-sufficient tape- operating multispectral image analysis
system. Complete records of several interactive EDITOR sessions are
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1. Introduction
This document provides an interim description of EDITOR — ERTS
Data Interpreter and TONEX Operations Recorder — an interactive multi-
spectral image interpretation system being developed at the Center for
Advanced Computation of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign as
part of the pictorial pattern information processing research activities
ongoing there.
The EDITOR system represents a component within a more extensive
computer . software development effort imdertaken at CAC to facilitate large-
scale ILLIAC IV - AREA Network analysis of multispectral reconnaissance
imagery such as that collected by the Earth Resources Technology Satellite
(ERTS) of NASA and USGS/dI. ^"^•' ^^ This software effort has been undertaken
by CAC, in collaboration with the Laboratory for Applications of Remote
Sensing (LARS) of Purdue University, in support of the ERTS/EROS programs
of NASA and USGS/DI, in support of the ILLIAC IV and ARPA Network applica-
tions programs of NASA and ARPA/DOD, and in support of U. S. agricultural
crop-acreage monitoring objectives of SRS/USDA. Image analysis algorithms
initially implemented within these efforts follow closely software previously
(o i^)
researched at LARS as multispectral image Interpretation techniques.^-" '
EDITOR has been conceived as an interactive job-editing and file-
management interface to ERTS data analysis systems being Implemented for
the ILLIAC IV hardware complex at NASA's Ames Research Center (Ames) at
Moffett Field, California. Nationally accessible via the ARPA Network, the
EDITOR system allows portable, dial-up terminal command of ILLIAC IV Image
processing facilities at Ames. Multispectral image data management services
within EDITOR have been designed to optimize the efficiency of ERTS data
file transfers between the computers of the ILLIAC IV complex at Ames
(the ILLIAC IV parallel processor, its peripheral TENEX processors, and the
UNICON Data Computer) and other computers on the ARPA Network.
Since the present EDITOR system, using tape inputs, has been
developed for simulation of data management systems to be Implemented using
the 10 -bit laser memory of the UNICON Data Computer at Ames, specific
data tape formating is required for all multispectral Images to be processed
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ty EDITOR. Required tape formats are described in CAC Technical Memo-
randum No. 19. ^-^^
While conceived initially as a peripheral TEKEX file-management
and Job-editing interface to ILLIAC IV batch image interpretations, the
scope of EDITOR functions has been widened subsequently to include procedures
for direct TENEX interpretation of small-scale ERTS data samples in prepara-
tion for ILLIAC IV batch analyses. Thus, where only small-scale Image
interpretations are needed and where portable terminal output is sufficient,
EDITOR may be used alone as a self-sufficient tape-operating multlspectral
image analysis system.
Since EDITOR has been developed as an interactive interface to
ILLIAC IV image processing facilities, the system should also prove advan-
tageous to a wider community of ARPA Network picture processing researchers.
Where image disk files conform to EDITOR data file formats, the system may
be used for image file management, editing, and display in conjunction with
more general ILLIAC IV image processing activities. Specific file formats
assumed by EDITOR are described in CAC Technical Memorandum No. 19.*^
The EDITOR system described in this report may be executed on
any ARPA Network TENEX system having T-'track or 9-'track magnetic tape
drives. Currently, a copy of the EDITOR system is maintained by CAC at
Bolt, Beranek and Newman (BBN) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in directory
<RAY>. The BBN EDITOR can be made available to any user having access to
the ARPA Network. The file <RAY>TAPES. SHARED is maintained there by CAC
describing all tape imagery available at BBN for experimental system usage.
2. System Overview
The actual use of EDITOR is best described by way of examples.
For this reason, complete records of example EDITOR sessions illustrating
presently available features of the system have been included within this
document. The following verbal description of EDITOR simply sketches
major system functions. (More detailed descriptions of all presently avail-
able system procedures are given in Section h.) A familiarity with basic
multispectral image interpretation procedures is assumed.
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EDITOR is implemented in modular format with each system module
addressed by a single command. For each command, only that number of
characters sufficient to distinguish the command from all others need be
typed by the user.
The RETRIEVE command is used to create TEKEX disk files contain-
ing multispectral image data from single rectangular areas of an ERTS
image, or from sets of rectangular areas within an image. Use of RETRIEVE
assumes that, prior to entering EDITOR, the user has requested the TEKEX
operator to mount a specific image tape. Analysis areas to be retrieved
from tape may then be specified within EDITOR by the user in terms of
image line and column coordinates and line and column sampling increments.
If, on the other hand, the user has an image file already
resident on the TEKEX disk and wishes to use only some portion of it for
analysis, he may use the CLIP A WINDOW command. This command allows
the user to constinict new windows by specifying new image line and column
coordinates for the subwindows desired. Additional image sampling
(by additional line and column sampling increments) is also possible within
CLIP.
Once image analysis areas have been selected and stored on the
TEHEX disk, the PRINT command within EDITOR allows a user to view the image
disk files created to verify that the desired data windows have indeed been
retrieved. Gray-scale displays of any of the individual spectral bands of
data within an image file may be achieved by overprinting characters on the
the user's terminal. A data histogramming routine is available for display-
ing the proportional distribution of pixel intensities within any spectral
band of an image file. This feature of the system can be used for terminal
display enhancement purposes. With reference to image data histograms,
a user can select manually a particular range of image point intensities
to be assigned to each gray-scale shade available within the character-
overprinting terminal display facility.
Once a user has verified that the desired imagery has been selected,
several options are available for data analysis.
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The CLUSTER command within EDITOR evokes a multivariate cluster
analysis of all multispectral image data points within a particular file
to determine a logical partitioning or grouping of all data points into a
user-specified small number of spectral clusters. ' ^' The cluster analysis
procedure may be regarded as an unsupervised image interpretation procedure
categorizing a set of image points into most- separable spectral classes.
Also, following any cluster analysis procedure, a set of summary statistics
characterizing the multivariate distributions of data within all clusters
(i.e. mean vectors and variance-covariance matrices) is computed and, at
the request of the user, displayed on the terminal device.
The CLASSIFY command within EDITOR allows statistical classifica-
tion of all data points within a specified disk file into a particular set
of spectrally-distinct categories determined by a previous cluster analysis.
This methodology of classification assumes that "ground- truth
"
samples will always be cluster-analyzed prior to class signature computa-
tion in order to verify the existence of spectral homogeneity within
nominal terrain classes and spectral separability between classes. Where
spectral properties of ground- truth samples are not homogeneous within
nominal classes (i.e. multivariate distributions are non-spherical), the
multiple spectral classes determined by cluster analysis for such terrain
classes may be used for analysis purposes as spectrally-distinct, but
nominally- synonymous, classes to be re-grouped following classification
into single nominal terrain classes.
In accordance with the LARS multispectral image interpretation
methodology, the statistical classification algorithm evoked by the command
CLASSIFY employs the Gaussian maximum-likelihood decision rule.^-^^ ' ' For
each data point of a file of data points to be classified, discriminant
functions for all classes are computed and the point is assigned to that
class for which the discriminant is largest. The parameters of the
discriminant function for each class are the estimates of the means,
variances and covariances of the spectral properties of all data points
belonging to that class. These are the spectral class statistics computed
and saved by EDITOR immediately following any cluster analysis for the set
of spectral classes determined by that particular CLUSTER procedure.
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The ENTER STATISTICS FILE EDITOR command provides a set of file-
management procedures convenient for interactive display and editing of
the spectral class statistics accumulated from previous cluster analyses.
Within this mode, class signatures of different statistics files may be
re-combined in any manner to produce new composite sets of signatures to
be used for classification. Also within this mode, measures of spectral
separability or distinctness may be computed and displayed for all pairs
of signatures within any statistics file. A procedure is also implemented
(again following LARS methods) for "pooling" the statistics of several
different signatures into a single new composite signature.
The EXECUTE AMLYSIS ON ILLIAC IV command instructs EDITOR to
use the ILLIAC TV at Ames for a particular cluster analysis or classifica-
tion task specified by a user. Given this command, EDITOR immediately
requires the user's I4-TENEX user code and password. If such a code can
be supplied, EDITOR will automatically set up the task for ILLIAC IV
processing, transmit the job via the AREA Network to Ames, and enter the
job into the ILLIAC IV batch stream. Procedures are also provided within
this mode for Inquiring on the status of ILLIAC IV jobs and for convenient
retrieval by EDITOR of cluster analysis and classification output files
resulting from previous ILLIAC IV executions. Specific ILLIAC IV multi-
spectral image cluster analysis and classification procedures accessible
to EDITOR users have been documented elsewhere. ^-^^ ' ' '
In addition to the procedures for displaying raw multispectral
imagery, the PRINT command within EDITOR also provides procedures for
displaying the interpreted imagery that results from either cluster analysis
or classification operations. Interpreted image data files may be output
as terminal printer maps where the symbols 1-9 and A - Z are used to
represent terrain classes. Display of only selected subsets of classes is
permitted. Following again the LARS methodology, provisions are included
for reliability thresholding of classification results within PRINT mode.
Where a particular confidence level is specified by the user, EDITOR
displays only those image data points whose classification reliability meets
the specified level. Also, procedures are included within PRINT mode to
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allow re-grouping of spectral classes into composite nominal classes, and
to allow manual re-assignment of printer symbols among these nominal classes
for more meaningful display of interpretations.
3. Getting Started with EDITOR and TEWX
In this section a brief description of how to run EDITOR under
TEEEX will he presented. TEKEX is a time-sharing system running on a
modified DEC SYSTEM-10 as developed by Bolt, Beranek and Newman (BBN).^ ^^
When connecting to a TEKEX system, the user should establish a character-at-
a-time, full-duplex connection. Commands to TEMEX may be abbreviated and
if followed by ESC (ESCAPE or ALT MODE on some terminals) the remainder of
the command will be typed out followed by a prompt for any parameters
required. All commands should be terminated by a carriage return.
To begin an EDITOR session, one must first LOGIN. The sequence
is LOG <user code> <password> <account number> followed by a carriage return.
(The password will not be echoed to preserve security.) If a space is
substituted for <account number>, that account number associated with the
user code given will be assumed by default.
To get an ERTS image tape mounted, a request must be made to the
operator who should be logged in as OPERATOR. To do this, the LINK command
is used. The LINK command links two terminals together so that whatever
is typed on either may be viewed on both. The syntax of the command is
LINK OPERATOR. To communicate with the operator, a message should then be
typed. Each line of this message must begin with a semicolon ( "; ") to
indicate to TENEX that the line is not a command. The request should be
to mount a specific tape, without write ring (to insure that the data on
the tape cannot be accidentally over-written), on a 9-track or 7-"track
drive. Once the operator has mounted the tape, he will inform the user of
the drive. The tape drives are MTA0:, MTAl:, etc. The drive used should
be remembered, since it will be needed later in using EDITOR to read the
tape. When discussion with the operator has been completed, the BREAK
command should be used to break the link.
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In order to secure use of the tape, two more TEHEX commands
must be used. The ASSIGN <tape drive> (e.g. ASSIGN MTA^: ) command assigns
the tape drive to the user's job, preventing other users from accessing
it. The MOUNT <tape drive> (e.g. MOUNT MTA0: ) positions the tape for
reading.
To evoke EDITOR, the user simply types <RAY> EDITOR followed
by one or two carriage returns. The two-carriage-returns form provides a
shorter introductory herald and is recommended for regular users. The
user is then at the top command level of EDITOR and may enter coramajids as
detailed in the following section. A list of legitimate commands is avail-
able by entering question mark ( "? ") followed by a carriage return (CR).
At the top level, any command may be abbreviated -- as short as required
to distinguish it from all other commands — and followed by a carriage
return or ESC. If followed by ESC, the remainder of the abbreviated
command will be completed by EDITOR. In certain of the analysis modules
within EDITOR, a somewhat different command structure is used in which
the user is prompted for short inputs by a series of questions. To return
to the top level of EDITOR from any lower-level module, an exclamation
point ("I" and CR) is used instead of a command. (One is at the top level
of EDITOR when one is prompted by a single exclamation point.
)
Most of the EDITOR modules require TENEX disk files for input
and/or output of data. The simplest form of a file designator is
FILENAME. EXTENSION where FILENAME and EXTENSION are identifiers and the
period is part of the file designator. Note that the period (".") is
always required between FILENAME and EXTENSION.
In entering commands through a terminal, errors will occasionally
be made. To delete a single character, CONTROL-A is used and to delete an
entire line, CONTROL-X is used. Similar conventions are also available
at the level of TENEX commands. For example, TENEX provides CONTROL-C for
terminating any program and returning to TENEX EXEC. (in some cases, two
CONTROL-C characters must be entered.) It should be noted that, wherever
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one might Toe in EDITOR, the CONTROL-C completely exits EDITOR. However,
this is the only way to terminate a long program, such as a large cluster
or classify, which was somehow initiated erroneously.
Finally, when the EDITOR session is complete, EDITOR is exited
using the QUIT EDITOR command. If a tape was used, the user should
relinquish control of the tape drive. First the DEASSIGN <tape drive>
(e.g., DEASSIGN iyiTA0: ) command is used to release exclusive control of
the tape drive. Next the UNLOAD <tape drive> (e.g., UNLOAD MTA0: )
commiand is used to rewind the tape and position it for dismounting, hence
signaling the operator that he may remove the tape and put it away.
Thus, it is not necessary to LINK to the operator again at the end of an
EDITOR session.
Before logging out, the user should check to see if there are
any files on TENEX disk that will be no longer needed. A listing of all
files in the user's directory may be obtained via the TENEX command
DIRECTORY. It is prudent to delete files since all disk space used costs
money, and since once a directory is filled to its allocation (the DSKSTAT
command will indicate the space remaining) no new files may be created.
To delete files, the command DELETE <file name> is used. Where
it is desirable to delete all files of a common FILENAME (or prefix within
the FILENAME. EXTENSION convention), this may be done conveniently by using
the DELETE FILENAME.-^ form of the DELETE command. This option for TENEX
file deletion should be noted by EDITOR users since, if care is given to
naming files within EDITOR sessions, file directory maintenance can be
greatly simplified. In any case, if obsolete TENEX files are being
deleted in order to regain disk space needed for immediate use, the TENEX
EXRJNGE command should be issued by the user following all DELETES.
When the TENEX session is complete, the LOGOUT command is used
to exit the system before closing the connection. At this point, the
TENEX system will report to the user the total amount of processing (CFU)
time and terminal-connect time used during the complete session. Note here
that time is also money.
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k. Summary of EDITOR Commands
In this section, a brief description of the various EDITOR
commands and the modules they evoke will be given. The use of most of
these commands is illustrated in the example EDITOR sessions given in
the Appendix. Several commands have already been described partially
in Section 2. above. The commands are discussed here in alphabetical
order to assist subseq.uent referencing.
k.l CLASSIFY
The CLASSIFY command is used to perform statistical classifica-
tion of an image data file using a TEKEX routine. The number of channels
will be requested. At present, only h- or 8-channel data may be handled
so "h" or "8" shovild be entered. The user will be prompted for other
required inputs. For large-scale classifications, the ILLIAC IV may be
used via the EXECUTE ANALYSIS ON ILLIAC IV command described below.
k.2 CLIP A WINDOW
The CLIP A WINDOW command is used to create subwlndows of
windows in an image file already on TENEX disk. A question mark ( "? ")
upon entering CLIP lists the commands. CLIP may be used for editing
k- or 8-channel raw or categorized data files. The subwlndows to be
created may be specified in terms of new lines and columns (contained
within the Input window) and/or additional image sampling. Commands
within the CLIP A WINDOW module allow selection of the image window to
be edited, and the new coordinates and sampling increments to be used in
creating the new subwlndows. After all window editing parameters have
been specified, a command is available to write the output file and return
to the top level of EDITOR.
4.3 CLUSTER
The CLUSTER command is used to perform cluster analysis on
image data using TENEX processing. The number of channels will be
requested. At present, only h- or 8-channel data may be handled so
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tt2|ti Qj, ngn fnust be entered. The user will be prompted for other required
inputs. For large cluster analyses, the ILLIAC IV may be used via the
EXECUTE MALYSIS ON ILLIAC IV command (again, described below).
k.h ENTER STATISTICS FILE EDITOR
The ENTER STATISTICS FILE EDITOR command enters the statistics
editor module. Subcommands are of the form one letter followed by a
carriage return. A list of commands may be displayed by typing question
mark ("?") followed by carriage return. Within this module, the summary
statistics for sets of spectral categories generated by cluster analyses
may be displayed. Also, the statistics of individual categories of
various files may be grouped in new combinations to form new statistics
files. In addition, the statistics of several categories may be pooled
together to create a composite spectral "signature". Finally, where a
classification is to be done using the ILLIAC IV, the varlance-covariance
matrices of the appropriate statistics file may be inverted.
4.5 EXECUTE ANALYSIS ON ILLIAC IV
The EXECUTE ANALYSIS ON ILLIAC IV command enables automatic
submission and retrieval of ILLIAC IV batch jobs from a remote TENEX
site. The AREA Network is used to submit the jobs and retrieve the
results from the ILLIAC IV at NASA-Ames. To use the ILLIAC IV, the user
must have a valid user code and password at I4-TENEX (the TENEX front-end
subsystem of the ILLIAC IV complex). EDITOR will ask for these before
allowing any commands to be entered. At present, both cluster analysis
and statistical classification procedures may be performed on the
ILLIAC IV remotely through EDITOR.
h.6 IDENTIFY A WINDOW
The IDENTIFY A WINDOW command displays information extracted
from the header of an image file. This information includes the image
file type, the line and column coordinates of all windows' in the file.
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the line and column sampling Increments used in creating all windows in
the file, the number of channels of the image data, the cluster analysis
parameters (DELTA or separability threshold and the NUMBER OF CLUSTERS),
and certain descriptive information supplied by MSA for the ERTS image
from which the data have been extracted.
4.7 iroiCATE APRIORI PROBABILITIES
The INDICATE APRIORI PROBABILITIES command allows creation of
a file of a priori probabilities of various categories for classification.
h.Q MODIFY WINDOW HEADER
The MODIFY WINDOW HEADER command allows insertion of necessary
parameters (NUMBER OF CLUSTERS and DELTA or separability threshold) to be
used for a particular cluster analysis. Also here the alpha-numeric
information recorded in the header of an image file may be modified.
Once all desired changes are made, the CLOSE FILE command should be
issued to return to the top level of EDITOR.
4.9 PRINT A WINDOW
The PRINT A WINDOW command allows display of image windows.
The display may be directed either to the user's terminal or to a back-up
disk file for later printing using a conventional line printer. Raw data
windows are displayed with an overprinting routine allowing up to
eleven (11 ) levels of gray-scale. A histogram of the distribution of
spectral intensities for any spectral channel may also be displayed. For
categorized windows, the character assigned to each class may be selected
manually as any printing character to achieve more meaningful displays.
This feature facilitates the re-grouping of spectral classes by nominal
categories for tabulation and display purposes.
NOTE: When PRINT A WINDOW output is directed to a terminal,
the line width used for displays of windows is the line width assigned
to that terminal by TENEX. The default value Is 72 characters, but this
may be changed by the TENEX WIDTH <number> command, where <number> is the




The QUIT EDITOR command provides for a proper exit from the
top EDITOR command level back to TENEX EXEC. The QUIT command should
always be used whenever possible (instead of CONTROL- C) to exit EDITOR.
4.11 RETRIEVE WINDOW FROM TAPE
The RETRIEVE WINDOW FROM TARE command is used to copy windows
from a specific tape (that has already been mounted) into a disk file.
Where desired, line and column sampling increments should be supplied
via the SAMPLE command. Then the coordinates of the windows to be
retrieved are entered using the INSERT COORDINATES command. Additional
facilities are available to allow the user to delete window coordinates
entered in error.
Prior to any EDITOR analysis of a specific ERTS image, specific
geographic areas of interest are known to the user, typically, only in
terms of latitude and longitude boundaries. On the other hand, all image
windows to be retrieved from tape by EDITOR must be specified in terms of
image line and column coordinates. Therefore as a convenience to the
user, there is included within the RETRIEVE module a subprocedure for
transformation of window corners specified in terms of latitude and
longitude coordinates into "nearest- approximation" image pixels identified
by image line and column numbers. (The inverse transformation is also poss-
ible; that is, for image pixels identified by line and column coordinates,
approximate latitude and longitude coordinates may be computed.)
5. Planned System Developments
The EDITOR system outlined and illustrated within this document
is (hopefully) in its preliminary stages of development. While current
subsystems within EDITOR now provide capabilities for interactive ARPA
Network-TENEX analysis of multispectral imagery and make conveniently
accessible the processing capabilities of the ILLIAC IV for specific image
interpretation functions, we view the existing system primarily as a
software base to which more extensive image processing subsystems can be
conveniently added in the future. All additional ILLIAC IV image processing
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software developed at CAC will be Implemented in such a manner that it can
be made accessible to others via EDITOR.
Currently, efforts are underway to add to existing EDITOR sub-
systems interactive TEHEX software to support on-line data-tablet
digitizers as graphical input devices for delineation of ground-truth
samples and analysis areas outlined on photographic images and maps.
Procedures are also being added to allow digitization of geographic
control points matched between maps and images facilitating accurate
geographical registration between maps and images and between multiple
images of the same geographic region taken at different points in time.
These features are being developed in parallel with other ILLIAC TV -
ARPA Network software systems now being completed at CAC for cost-effective
geometric correction, precision-geographic registration, and multitemporal
overlay of ERTS imagery.^ ' '
The utility of the EDITOR system for operational ILLIAC IV
multispectral image processing applications will be greatly enhanced as
the UNICON Data Computer at Ames becomes more fully operational. Alterna-
tive strategies are now being Investigated for use of the 10 -bit laser
memory of the UNICON as the primary archival medium for storage of
multispectral imagery to be processed on the ILLIAC IV. These systems
will be implemented in such a manner that the EDITOR system might serve
as an interactive interface to both TENEX and UNICON data management
systems and ILLIAC IV interpretation procedures.
While ILLIAC IV image processing and UNICON data management
systems being developed should make practical analysis of large quantities
of multispectral reconnaissance imagery, the proportion of this imagery
that may be displayed remotely via the ARPA Network will continue to be
limited by Network data transmission rates. Further development of the
EDITOR system must therefore continue to assume that only small samples
of raw and interpreted reconnaissance imagery will be transmitted to and
from remote users via the Network. Thus image file reformating procedures
may be added to EDITOR so that larger quantities of imagery to be
distributed to users may be copied from the UNICON to magnetic tape, or
output graphically for distribution using image display hardware such as
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the DICOMED film recorder at Ames. EDITOR subsystems, however, would
allow a user to sample interactively IlilAC IV outputs prior to requests
for mail transmittal of large-volume processed image files.
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APPENDIX A
Example EDITOR Session 1 .
In this first example EDITOR session, the user (Ozga) LOGINS to
BBN and requests the operator to mount a specific 9-'track tape labeled
"KANSASl". This tape contains ERTS multlspectral Imagery acquired over
an agricultural region of Kansas. EDITOR Is used to retrieve from the
tape a small Image analysis area (32 lines by 32 columns) containing a
number of circular Irrigation fields. Following terminal displays of
spectral bands two (2) and four (h) of this analysis window, the window
Is cluster analyzed and summary statistics for the seven (7) resulting
spectral clusters are listed. Finally, alphabetic symbols are manually
assigned to all spectral clusters and a "map" of the area Is printed.
NOTE; Throughout all of the example EDITOR sessions that follow,
all user Inputs (commands, answers, file names, etc.) are underlined. It
should be understood that each user- supplied Input has been terminated
either with a carriage return (CR) or with an escape (ESC). Where only
part of an EDITOR command Is underlined. It should be understood that the
user has employed the command abbreviation and ESC option as described In
Section 3» above.
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EI;H-TENE:: 1.33.11. EBN-SYSTEM-C EXEC 1.53
.i'LOG DZbH
JOE 3? DH TT'('£6 le--JUN-75 15:ij4
PREVIDU: LOGIN: lt.-JUN-75 15:i3:3
SLINK DPEPHTOR
LINK FPDN DZGH. JOB 3? . TTV £6
.;';plefi:e put up tape i-hnzrci dn h 9-TRfli:K urive. md rihs
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:RP RET. Type FDR R LIST OF Ri/RILRILE
HELP




REFDRMHT fl I.IINriDM FILE
CLUGTEP H MINIiDI.I
ENTER ITRTISTIL-; FILE EIUTDR
IHIilCRTE RPRIDRI PROEREILITIES
CLRiSIFY R IJINHDI.I
EXECUTE RNRLYSIS DH ILLIRC IV
CLIP R WINIiDM
PLOT R CLRSSIFIEIi WINDDW
CLOSE DISK FILES
DELETE H DISK FILE
QUIT EDITOR HDW MRMY GREY LEVELS?>'1 TD 1
1
-/ n_
URNT flUTDMRTIC SCRLIN6?<Y OR N^ Y_
EQUIPPDERELE DR LINEPR^fE OR L) E
iRETRIEVE WINDOW FROM TARE
£!nHSERT CDDRDINRTES
iflMPLINb IS SET RT 1 ,1
3! £1£1 £5i:i0>£l?£.£?31
3! WRI TE OUT TO MINDDI.i
9 TRRCK TRPE DPIVE^ MTHU:
[ DK ]
OUTPUT DISK FILE=EXnMPLEl .WIN
C New 1/ERSIDN3
WHIT
! IDENT IFY R WINDOW
DISK FILE=EXflriPLEl .WIN





NUMBER DF LONG RDWS=8
NUMBER DF WINDDI.i; = l
SAMPLING IS SET RT 1 , 1
£ 1 £ 1 I £5 Ci , £ 1 5£ . £53 1 , Ui£4
NUMBER DF rHRNNELS=0
CHRNNELS IN U'-E= 1
fiSCII HERDER INFORMATION:
12RUG73 C N38-50/Wli:il-£8 N N38-49XW1 01-19
55 RZ1£5 190-5368- -1- D- NflSfl ERTE EIS
•PPitIT H WINDOW
OUTPUT DEVICE'^C' FDR LIST> 7_
T FOP TI IILENT 700 TERMINRL,
G FDR GE TERM I NET,
I FDP EAffUP PRINT FILE,
D FDP :OME OTHER TERMINRL TYPE.
OUTPUT DEVICE-'- FOR LISTj _T_
INPUT WINDOW FILE=EXRMPLE1 .WIN
SUN EL
4P
FILE TVRE= 0. CRTEGORIES RSKED= 0. CATEGORIES DUTPUT=
DELTR- 0.00. LONG PDW:= 8, NUMBER DF WINDDWS= 1
CHflNNELS=4. ROW COL SRMPLIMG= 1 1
window; :
1! north west south erst number of points
1 I'aiSI .£500/ '£15£,£531> 1 0£4
WHKH CHANNEL-"' 1 THRU 4' g_
MIN PIXEL VhLUE= 14 MRX PIXEL VALUE= 58





































: !*5;1.S$**** : I : •
:******BSS* : ! !
<
.*« !S! ! !<
: !***** I
: !B$!
I :J»Jt»: : : :$$***:









! . :SSSSfflfflffiS$SS :
I«***t$t$$lSf* .
ffilt iSSSBBSffiSffiiSSffil : "
B» ! ! !SIEI*ffi9«ffiSSffi* ! : "
!Jf»! !ffSSatf$SSf ! !*
; . .X*SSf*$-• ! .S ...!!!!:::::.
...,.,..:::::,.
CONTINUE WITH THIS FILETtY DP Ni V_
WHICH CHRNNELTCl THRU 4 ^ 4
MIN PIXEL VRLUE' 13 MR>; PIXEL VALLIE«= 45
DI3PLR^' H1STDGRAM"V. N. DR DNL'i ^ Y
A-3
lCi£4 HI'TDGPRM F'DINTS iCLUSTER H WIMBDMNUMBER DF CHRHMEL<=4
IHPUT WINHni.l file=e>;riiplei .Ulh
CfiTEGDPIES h£KEE= 8, riELTfl= IJ.SIJ. PDU CDL :flMPLING= 1 1
i:hrnhel:=4. tdtrl number df pdiht'= ii:ie4
MINIMUM NUMBER DF CRTEGDRIES RFTEP MERGING . 1 TO
lilHRT PERCENT CDNVEPGENCE? < . OOl-iriri . ij liJO.lj
ENTER MRXIMUM NUMBER DF ITERRTIDHS TD BE PERFDPMEI'



















































ENT CDNVEFGENCE=1 00 . 00
ITERRTIDN'! • .
ER DF PDINT: IN ERCH CLUSTER
:















HCiJ Mfirr, GPE'.' level:"' 1 td 1 1
lilHtll flUTDMHllC JCRLING--,' DP U'
EClJIPRnpHlLE DP LINEPR''t: DP L'
n;
) II 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 888882£8££33




























. ! !»t*! !
.
. SBBJ***'
























. . . : !**•! !«
' "
. » :! !
BBBJ.BBB* !::::::
CONTINUE l.lITh THIi FILE'tV DP N) N_
RHDTHEP FILE"''V DP N' N_
iMDDIF',' MINDDI.l HERDER
8!NUMEEP DF CfiTEGDPIES DESIRED
Di;k file=e::rmplei .min
C DlI' I E.PIl DN ]
NUMBER DF CLU:TEP:=S_
8! DEL Tfi DP SEPRPflEILITY THRESHOLD
DELTR=.5
8!CLDSE FILE fiHD QUIT
ilDENTIF'L R I.IINDDIil
DISK file=e::rmplei .min





NUMBER DF LONG ROUS =3
NUMBER DF M INDDMS^
1
SfiMPLING IS ;ET RT 1.1
£181. £5 .8158.8531.1 084
NUMBER DF i:HhNNELS =
CHRNNELS IN U:E= 1
RSCII HERDER INFDPMRTIDN:
18RIJG73 C r(;:8-5u 1.1101-88 N N38-49 1.1101-19
55 RZ185 190-5368- -1- D- NRSR ERTS E1385-165630C
CRTEGDPIES £ RND •p, RRE: MERGED
.
PERCENT CON .'ERGENf E = 86 7£
PEP -ENT CDN .'EPGENl E= 99 £8
PER 'ENT CON EPGENi E'= 99 88
PEP :ent CDN .'ERGENCE= 99 61
PEP :ent CON 'EPGENI E= 99 71
PEP :ent CDN EPGENI E= 1
£ ; ITEPRTION' S".
NUMBER DF PDINTS IN ;rcm cluster






i59 lu£ 138 74






























£888 1 U 55 1 1 1 1 55555£88£8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £
1 1 885555555588888£££££881 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1885555££888888££5558£81 1 1 1 1 1££
£££££11 15£££e£55777767££U 1 1 1 1 1 £







4431 1 1 1 3444443444444333553353444
4441 1 1 13444443355533344477733444
44431 1 13444443344334444477633444
44431 1 1 1444444444334444466673444
44431111444447444334444466675534
444441 1 11 44444444433344446667581




3 35 557^.t. 6 66 666 7775 88££££888888 34







464445£57766674331 1 1 ££££55553333
666663£5551 1 111111 1 1333333333333
SUN EL
3 4P
UIRNT TD SEE STRT 1ST ICS' • V OR N) V^
SEPRRRBILITY MRTRIf-
1 + 1.0
£ + 0.73 1 .00
3 + 1 .87 1 .95 1 .00
4 + £.££ 3.35 0.75 1 .00
5 + 0.70 0.S3 0.87 1.67 1.00
6 + 3.43 4.70 1.65 1.06 £.41 1.00
7 + 8.05 £.19 0.81 0.65 1.80 0.80 1.
+ + + + + + + ^
1 £ 3 4 5 6 7
A-4
MEANS VflRIflNCES
53 .73 33 .09 36 .41 17 .14 6 .3£ 17.66 S.61 £ .44
40 .3£ 44 .35 45 .£5 £0 .68 6 .18 11.15 1£.55 3 :£8
30 .40 £4 .80 49 .31 £7 .17 3 .41 6.60 8.60 4 .37
26 .96 18 .7£ 54 .£7 33 .07 £,.05 3.3£ 7.70 4 .£9
3<; .37 35 .51 47 .0£ £3 .18 3,,84 8.13 13. 6£ 7 .£8
£S,.29 IS .14 66 .94 41 .09 £,.00 £.47 9.11 4 .51
31 .07 £4 .£8 60 .45 34 .34 6,.50 1£.36 8.63 7 .27
CPEFlTE fi LflTEGUFIZED MINDDM FILE'>Y DR N> V_
cflTEeoF izEii mni'Dw file=e':rmplei .crt
rpEflTE fi CTRII'TIC; FILE'i.Y OP N> Y_
OUTPUT :TflTI?TIi:r FILE=E>:fiMPLEl .ITfiT
i PPi tn fi i.iiMiiniii
OUTPUT DEVICE'' ; FOP LIITj T
INPUT UINHOM FILE=E:;fiMPLEl .CRT
FILE TVPE= i, CfiTESOPIES flJKED= S CRTE6DPIES UTPUT= 7
IiELTfi= 0.5m, LOnC PDI,IS= 8. NUMBER OF l.ilNDDI.l;-:= 1
CHflNhEL-:=4, PDI..I COL SflMPLINS= 1 1
i.iiritioi.i- :
: (HOPTH WEST COUTH EfiST NUMEEP OF POIMT-S
1 :> £lil -i^Mil •:£15£.£53r' 1 0£4
I.IHN1 TO GPDUP CfiTECOPIE-: 'Y OP N Y_
EHTEP EfiCH bPDUPING R: D - I . 0: IS THE OUTPUT GPDUP
5
Hl<l< Mfi-, BE RN'i' PPINTING CHRPRCTER.
1 IS R STRING DF INPUT CRTEGOPIES FROM 1 THRU
7';R=10i to E:E MRPPED TD : I MUST NOT CDNTRIN RNY
SPRCES. fi SPfiCE RNIi R COMMENT MRY FOLLOW il>. END WITH







01 : , OP N j_
WRNT i;OUNT OF GROUPS^ 'Y OP »>
££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££
55555555555555555555555555555555
00000000001 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l£e£££££££233
01£345678901£34567S901£345673901
£ 1 £ 1 fiRRRRfiRDDftfififiDDDDDfififiRfiRRfiRfiRfififi
£1££ fiRRfiDDDDDDDrRfiRHRRRRRRRRflRRfiflRRR
£1£3 fiRRRDDIiDRRRHRfiRRRHrDDRRRfiRRHRRRfi




£ 1 £8 CBDDRDDRRRREC C CC C C C C L C C BFDRRDBC
C
£1£9 CCfififififiRRRflFECCCrcCCCCCCCEflriECCC
£ 1 3 C C DRRRRRRfifirii: C C C C CC C C C C C C EDEC C C
£131 CCCERRRDBBCCEErCCCCCCCCCCCBECCCC













£ 1 45 C BC r EEEEEEEEEEEEEDRRRRRRRRRRRRRE
£ 1 46 C C C C EEEEEEEEEEEEEC fifififiRfifififififiRDC






1024 TDTftL VALID POINTS
6PDUP COUNT PERCENT
A 337 32.91




CDMTINUE WITH THIS FILE'JfV OR N. M_
ANOTHER FILE"Y QP N> N_
! OIJIT EDITOR
TARE REWINDING. PLEASE WRIT
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APPENDIX B
Example EDITOR Session 2 .
This second example EDITOR session continues with Image tape
KANSASl still mounted on tape drive MTA0: . A larger agricultural window-
Is retrieved and displayed. Using the CLIP A WINDOW module within
EDITOR, a one-quarter (l/^) sample of the larger analysis area Is taken
to create a new sub-window file. This smaller, sampled window is then
clustered Into eight (8) spectral classes. The summary statistics of
these classes are edited to compile a new statistics file corresponding
to six (6) classes considered to be spectrally distinct. This new
statistics file is then used in classifying the original un-sampled
window file.
B-2
EIHTDP Version £.5 Hrpch £5. 1975
SRETPIEVE l,lIhIiDl.l FPDM TfiPE
£!IhSERT CDDPIiIMFiTE:
SAMPLING IS SET AT 1 .
1
3! £111 £466i£18Ci.£5;i'5
3!URITE OUT TD I.IIHBDM
9 TRfiCK TAPE DPI VE^MTRiJ :
CDK :




FILE T','PE= 0. LfiTEiSDPIEG RSKEri= Oj CfiTEGOPIES DUTPUT=
riELTR= 11. Oil. LONG PDI.IS= 39. NUMBER DF I.IINDD1.IS= 1
i:hrnnel;=4. pdi.i cdl srmpling= i i
i.iinhdw:: :
" ndpth welt iouth erst number df points
1 :<:£111 i£4e.e. •£ ISO £535,) 4900
WHICH i:HRNNEL''1 THRU 4> £_
MIN PIXEL VRLUE= 14 MRX PIXEL VRLUE= 75





















































HOW MANY GREY LEVELS? CI TD 11) n_
URNT flUTDMRTIC SCflLlMG7<Y OR M) Y_





111111 1 1 ££££££££££ 3:
67890 1£345678901£345678901 £345678901234567890 l£34567S901£34567S9fi
!IDEt)TIF'i R l.iINtiOW








NUMBEP DF LONG RDI.I.-=39
NUMBER DF WINIiDWS=l
SRMPLIN6 IS SET fiT 1 .
£111 ,£466,£180. £535. 4900
NUMBER DF CHANNELS =0
lhrnnel: in u:e= i
RICH HERBEP INFORMATION:
l£RnG73 r M:-:S-50I.I1u1-£S N ri3S-49-Wl 01-19 SUN EL
:.5 fiZl£5 190-536y- -1- D- NRSR ERTS E1385-1656300 3 4P
! PRINT A UINIiDW













































































: : f . .«

































:$$*: : ! !
, iSSSSSSBt'
. . !«. !S!SII
tinti '.
!J*|!I









. : ! !$*•$**$»*«*««** !$S'{11S>^S1.*««
:SIHIHH*ffiSSSSSS$S !HS !BS$ iSfBE
:«'IHHIHHSBSSe* ! !B»**B* : !
: !«$$$ !$S ! • !«$ !SS ! :
. : :IIIHffiHltBffiS ! ! :S ! : : !SS ! ! ! ! :
: ! : !$S ! ! : : $
!* !SHH ! . . " »!
!S!SIHB. .ffilBBSBiSSBHIl











. ! ! ! !*S$IISfS:
!St!!
::!!!!!!::!! !«*BBSB*HHBI ! •.«»>
...::!! !**!****«**!*!
!
: :s$ssB$BS isssffisessssssesesss ! :


















S$ : : : : :
il! : it!
! !**$* !fISSttf«m !t*«
*IIB*!SISe!*IS*«! !:!!!!«
! !*H»H*H*I !:!!!!*!!!!*!
S ! : illlffilHieiffi ! !»S : !$S ! ! ! ! :
: . . ! !»i»|M
: !$$SSfflB";l











•$$• ! . > i
*ISIfS»f«•»*! :|
IttS'BI J
CONTINUE UIITH THIS FILE^O' OR N) N_
ANOTHER FILE-iY OR N) N_
!CLI P A lOINDDUi
SUEWIM CDISK TD DISK SUBMINDDW PROGRAM). VERSION 3.0







CHANNELS IN USE: 1 £ 3 4
NUMBER OF IJIMDDUS = 1




ENTER CDDRDINATES DF SUBIJINDOI.IS DF WINDOW 1
USE ESC FDR THE FULL CDDRDINATES DF THE WINDOW
TERMINATE WITH CARRIAGE RETURN ONLY DN A LINE





NUMBER DF INPUT WINDDWS=1
1 : £111 .2466. £180.£535
B-3
mi.imf:f;p l!f dmtput i.irMrini.i;=ii
1: ^1 1 1 .i4.r.e. .£ll5i:i.i53? FPDI" INPUT MINIiDM 1
£!UIPITE
HUMEEP DP l.linDDIii; = l
firH' I T 1 DURL :: flMPL I tui • POI,i=i . C DL LIMN=£
MTPIJT FILE=E::HnPLE£.IMlN [ Hem I'ERJIOh]
SMOliIF', MiniiDl.i HEHliEP
£!MUME.EP DF LHTEGDP lE'I HEIIPEL
VVA file= e::hmple;:. :i.iift
[ DlL' I 'EP:^ ION J
HUMEEP DF i;lu:tep:^s_
iiDELTFt DP "EPPiPRBILITY THPErHOLP
T,iELTR= i5_
iiCLDIE FILE HNIi r-UIT
!i:lh:tef h i.iiruiniii
riHMFFP DF i"HHHriEL =4_
IHflJT l.iINliDlii FILF=E::flt1PLEc'.:i.lIN
CMTEenPIEl H"tED= ;r . riELTH= ri.f.M. PDI.J COL iRMPLIMlJ^ £ S
I HRti|IFL.=-l . TDTRL NL'MFEP OF POIt(T:= 1££':,
MrnlMUri NUMEiEP DF CRTEGDPIES RF7EP tlERGING '1 TD
I.IHR I PEpr ENT CDNVEPGEMF E 7 (^ C. Ci 1 - 1 . fi . 1 .
ENTEP I1R: 1MI;M tHJMFEP DF ITEPRTIDtC TD BE PEPFDPMEB













































































NUMBER DF POINT: IN ERCH CLUSTER
:
1411 19? Ill ;:£4 91 ££4 9




JENTER STRTISTICS FILE EDITOR
INPUT STRTISTICS FILE=EXflriPLE£ .STRT
NUMBER DF CfiTEGDRIES= 8 NUMBER OF CHRNNELS=4




E OR != EXIT
g=>generfite new ttrtistics file from output buffer
i=>imvert categories td output buffer
m=>displry merns
n=:displr^' number of points
0= open new input file








CRT!! 1 £ •!
1 33 34 3£ 44 36.14
£ 38 49 41 9 43.4b
3 3 (19 £4 45 4c. .78
4 £6 60 18 39 53.43
5 31 1£ £4 84 54.84
6 S7 6o 18 19 63.67
7 35 49 33 90 46.17
8 44 70 49 44 53.56
4 1£ 7.00 7 06
1 81 3. £7 9 11
3 33 9. £9 8 34
3 07 5. £5 14 77
3 05 4.03 11 00





£111 3888856666661 1 1 175666666588£785666£
£113 S44434£3£5571566664331 3?1££75654465
£115 84444 311 1 111154 3J37£l 1£1 1 ££75545543
£117 66566431 1 1 1£££1 1 334t.fc££££773577££££
£119 44676441 U 1 1£15666666£££7771 1 1 1 1£££





£1£9 31 17777774664644448S£8£6444444 14454
£131 645777 177 346 1544344££54544444454444
£133 66677777734613655441 144437334663444
£135 78£7777££166£6645461 144444344667444






£149 53 3 3 3 :>6666444346445666666547££££££
£151 665 3 3 366666644456464S566'^ 3 1£££7533£
£153 77 34 446r.K£££544466661 1111 1 133337£££
£155 5333v;.,.-. ^ ;\£44444645 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1££8££
£157 455ic.- .. . .- .- , := ^533744633 111111 ££££ 1 1
1
£159 665££,i££.;iSS££££ 1655631 11 1 1 1 1773544
£161 7333£££1£££S££££1 166641 1 13345334464
£163 1333S8814443£S7666>:544££84555454444
£165 17343444444445666bKbt.6i8S55££444444
£167 1 l£37344444444r:.66c44 3443:37678343433
£169 4444444444444466ir.ir5£774 354473744664
£171 44444444444337£££££774656645££44366
£ 1 73 444464577 1 ££8££ 11111 754466444463 1 36
£175 44441 11 1 1 1 ££££733434445434444443 134
£177 66661 1£7544444444444444654464444464
£179 4544666646654666644444444557£884533
WRNT TD SEE STRT [ tT ICS " ' Y DP N' N_
CPERTE R CRTEGDPIZED WINDOW FILET'Y OR N'' Y_
CRTEGDPIZED WINDOW F ILE=E:-:RMPLE£ .SORT
CRERTE R ITRTISTlr: FILE''Y DP N> Y_
OUTPUT ITRTISTir: F ILE=E: :RMPLE£ .STRT
CHRNNEL CDPRELRTIDN MRTRIXi (UPPER TRIRNGULRR:'
ISHRNNELS
CRT!! 1 £ 3 4
1 1.000 0.S13 0.398 0.173
1 .000 0.43£ 0.£1£
1.0 00 0.835
1 .000





1.000 0.5£S 0.££5 0.004
1.000 -0.013 -0.£87
1.000 0.651
0.743 0.£19 . 09





























































LOW LhTEGOPN'. high i:FlTEeDPY= l,l
INPUT CHTEGDP-. 1 TO OUTPUT CfiTEGDPY 1
EtHEP LI'T OF CfiTEGOPIES TO BE PDDLEE:£_i8_
mpuT lfitegdpie; a s
POOLED TO OUTPUT CfiTEGDPY £
LOW LHTEGOPY, HIGH C BTEGaPY= 4 .4
IMPUT ChTEGOP'i- 4 TD OUTPUT CfiTEGDPY 3
ENTEP LIST OF CfiTEGOPIEI TD BE POOLED: 3 -5
INPUT CfiTEGDPIES 3 5
POOLED TD OUTPUT CfiTEGDPY 4
::W_
LDI.I CfiTEGDPY. HIGH CfiTEeOPY=6>7
INPUT CfiTEGDPY 6 TO OUTPUT CfiTEGDPY 5
INPUT CfiTEGDPY 7 TD OUTPUT CfiTEGDPY 6
OUTPUT lTfiTi:TIC: FILE=EXfinPLE£.STfiTF
DO rDU I.IICH TD CONTINUE 'Y DP h't±_
!CLfiS£IFY fl WINDOU
NUMBER DP CHfiNMELS=4_
INPUT -TfiTISTICS FILE=EXfit1PLE£ -STflTF
FILE TYPE=4 . CfiTEGDPlEt OUTPUT= 6. CHflNMELS=4
UfiHT TO USE fiPPIOPI PPOBIBILITIES?(Y OP N> N_
INPUT MINDDI.I FILE=EXfiriPLE£.MIN
FILE TYPE=U, PDU COL SfiNPLIMG^ 1 1. CHfiNNELS=4
NUNBEP OF I.I1MDDMS= 1
ChTEGOPIZED MINDOM FILE=EXfiriPLE£.CfiT










































































666677777777778888888888999999999900 000000001 11111111 1 £££££££££
67890 1£345678901 £345678901 £345678901 £345678901 £345678901£34567!
£££££££££645555555555553 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6644455555555555546£££££66t 6645-
££6666443344444645555554 16444355555555555344334446£££635544444-











1 1 1 1 1 1 1 145554444444444461 1£££1 1 16£££64445544
11111111 43444444466 1 1 £ 1 1 1 £££ 1 1 6££6££65464 344
11111 1 ££64666 11111111 64666££666£££44444£433^i
1 1 1 1 1 ££ 1 ££ 1 1 1 1 4444355554£££££££6££634446«:.466,
1 1 1 1 1£1 1 1643555555555556£££££££6£££6161 1 1 1 l££j
1 1 1 1 1 1 ££ 1 1 45555555555556££££££666666 111111111
1 1 1 1 1 £ 1 1££65555554466£££66666 1111 166446 1 1 1 1 1 1 •
11111111 1 164466 !££££ 166661 1 1 1£6666£££££ 1 1 1 1£1,'
1111111 ££6 1 1 1 1 £ 1 1 £££6666666£££££££££££££ 1 1 1 1 1 !
1 1 1 66444554£££ 1 ££££££66££££££££££££6££££ 1 1 1 U i
43555555355344466443555555446£l££££££££1116£££££66444554££lllni
55333333444666663335555553344466£2££2££££1 1 £645555555553462 1 U 1 J
544666626666266643353535533553444£££££66££££6S555553333344441 1 1
j
53466££666666666433553555555334334£££66£££££6433333333334441 1 11 j
55411666666666666335555555553333333466266££££45333333S-.35?44t.lll
441111666666466£63355555335533333333£2£2£££££4533335::- : J 1 iS.
33466666666£6666643355334455333433336££££££££643333i; ; ; :-i>^43;
53344666666666666643355444455333333334£££6443443333S J : ; 443'
555446666666666666433334116353344433411114333344333333444664464'
555556666666666666433354 1 6444446433334 1 1 1 4333334466644433 3^5544:
55555666666666666664554626555536445554 1 1 1 4335334433443333355544;
62222166666666221 1 145551265555344455341 1 14333333333443333355544;
£££££ 1 6£££££££ 1 £ 1 1 1 45556 1 6355534443354 1 1 1 135333333344333335554£(
6445554££2£££2£ 11111 6555 1 1 1 355554443334 1111 33333333344333335554c
5555554££2222£1 1111 1655561 14555544443331 1 1 143333333334433 ;33444«
5555546666££££64443335554164555536445536111433333333344466£64554
55444£6644445553333335554114555554445554££263344444441££££££2644


















444444£££2£2£455534££££££633333333555533441 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 liic
444444a££££££64466£££££££63333333344444444 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2£22Sc
344446£££2£££2£2££££££££££43344664343554444 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2di 1
444446£££££££££2£2£22££££££££1 1£ 14555344441 1 11111111111111 1626^.:
555446£££££££2£2£2222£££££££££ 1 6 1 6554443534 11111111111111 666 6ir 4 j
446446£££££££££££££22£222222£ 1 1 22645555553 1111111111111 444444 3 ;
:
66444442222£££1£££££2E2££2££2221 1 164555555341 1 1 1 1 144443344444: :
1644444£2222££16433334£££££££64443555555553416££444444434443S:; :
11444446£££££21433333346££££6455555555433334£££££444444444 334; :










3333333333333335546£££££££££22 1 1 22£££££6£45553355553334664435 :
33333334553544666£1£££2££2£2£221 1111111 1664333335533333333355
;
33333334662£££ 11111 ££££££££6 1111111 444433334444443333333333'35 ; ^


















OUTPUT DEVICE'C? FOR LIST) T
INPUT WINDDM FILE=E;;At1PLE£.CfiT
FILE TYPE= £. CATEGORIES ASKED= 0. CATEGORIES OUTPUT=
DELTfi= 0.00. LDN6 POUS= 39. NUMBER OF llINDDI.i:= 1
channels =4. rdij cdl sampling^ 1 1
uinddm: :
:; north west south erst number of points
l!'£111.2466i (£180.£535> 4900
MINIMUM RELIABILITY TD DISPLAY'''' . TO 1.0; 0_
lilAMT TD GROUP CATEGDRIES?< Y DR N) N
CONTINUE UITH THIS FILE-(^' DR N^ N_
ANOTHER FILETfY DR Hy N_
QUIT EDITOR





WANT COUNT OF GROUPS'" Y DP N'
C-1
APPENDIX C
Example EDITOR Session 3 '
This third example EDITOR session Illustrates the use of ground
truth information in compiling statistics files (or "spectral signatures")
for TEHEX and ILLIAC IV classifications. Here^ the CLIP module is used
to extract from the analysis window retrieved previously (in Appendix B)
rectangular image areas known to correspond to pasture and wasteland
agricultural terrains. The samples selected for "both terrain types are
clustered into two (2) spectral categories, although reference to the
cluster separability information reported suggests that the samples of
both terrain types are spectrally homogeneous and hence, one signature
per terrain type should have been sufficient. The statistics files
resulting from these ground truth cluster analyses are then merged with
statistics files already existing for sugar-beets and corn terrain samples
to create a new composite statistics file to be used for classification
of the complete analysis area. Following classification, the nine (9)
spectral clusters are manually re-grouped into four {k) nominal categories
and assigned the symbols "S", "C", "P", and "W" (representing sugar-beets,
corn, pasture and wasteland respectively) for crop-area tabulation and
mapping purposes.
Also illustrated within this appendix is the use of certain
TEIIEX commands available for file directory maintenance. Following this
EDITOR session, the user requests a listing of all files within his
directory and selects a number of files to be deleted. Following all
DEHETEs, the EXPUNGE command is used to cause Immediate deletion of all
specified files. The DSKSTAT command is then used to obtain a status
report on all disk space currently being charged to the user.
C-2
<RFIY>EDITaP GRDUP MEANS VHRIRNCE
1 35.78 33.89 43. ££ £1.16 0.95 £.60 1
a 36.76 34. £7 46.12 ££.00 1 .44 £ . 0£ 1
SUEMIN ^DISK TD rUSK lUBWIMUDU PRDGRflM) i VERSION 3.0







CHRNNELS IN USE: 12 3 4
NUtlEER OF UIINIiDWS=l
l: £111 .£466. £180, £535 .4900
£!CDDPIiINRTES
ENTER lDDRDINRTES OF SUEMINIiDWI DF WINDDU 1
u:e e^i: for the full cddrdinrtes of the wimdgui





flOrHTIDNRL IRMPLINb. RDUI=1. CDLUriN=l
OUTPUT FILE=PR:TUPE.I.I1N [tiEM i.epsidn:
imniF'r' I.IINIiDlil HERDER
i'NUMEEP OF LflTEeDRIE-: IiEilREE
Hl'A file= pr::tupe.i..iin
[ Dli> I ER^ inn II
HUMEER DF i::LUSTEPS=4_
a-IiELTR OP SEPflPflEILIT^ THRESHOLD
riELTH=.£:




CRTESOPIES R:KEIi= 4, DELTR= 0.30. ROW CDL SAMPLING^ 1 1
i:hrnhels=4. total number of PDINTS= 70
MINIMUM NUMBER OF CATEGORIES AFTER MERGING C 1 TD 4^ £_
WHRT percent CONVERGENCE'? '. . 1 - 1 . > 100.0
ENTER MRXIMUM NUMBER DF ITERATIONS TD BE PERFORMED










NUMBER OF POINTS IN EACH CLUSTER:
8 31 17 14 • ,





NUMBER DF POINTS IN EACH CLUSTER:
8 46 16
CATEGORIES £ AND 3 ARE MERGED. DISTANCE
PERCENT CDNVER6ENCE= 65.71
PERCENT CDNVERGENCE= 90.00









NUMBER OF POINTS IN EACH CLUSTER:
37 33
FINAL CLASSIFICATION










£ 1 3£ 1111111111
£133 £1£11111£1
£134 ££££££££££




CREATE A CATEGORIZED UINDDU FILETiY DR N) Y_
CATEGDRI2EL UINDDU FILE^PASTURUI .CAT
CREATE A STATISTICS FILE?<Y DR N) Y_
OUTPUT STATISTICS FILE=PASTURE .STAT
SMDDIFY UIINDDU HERDER
EiMUMBER DF CATEGORIES DESIRED
DISK FILE^UASTE.UIN
NUMBER DF CLUSTERS=4_
£!DELTA DR SEPARABILITY THRESHOLD
DELTR= .8




CATEGORIES ASKED= 4, DELTA= 0.80. RDM CDL SAMPLINi3= 1 1
CHANNELS=4, -TOTAL NUMBER DF PDINTS= 70
MINIMUM NUMBER DF CATEGORIES AFTER MERGING a TD 4> £
UHAT PERCENT CDNVERGEMCE'^f . 001-1 00 . 0^ 100.0
ENTER MAXIMUM NUMBER DF ITERATIONS TD BE PERFORMED















NUMBER DF POINTS IN EACH CLUSTER:
12 £0 £6 12









PERCENT CONVERGENCE' 10 0.00
19 ITERATIDN<S).
NUMBER DF POINTS IN EACH CLUSTER:
16 33 £1






PERCENT CONVERGENCE' 100. 00
£5 ITERRTIDN<S'> .
NUMBER DF POINTS IN EACH CLUSTER:
19 51
FINAL CLASSIFICATION























UANT TD SEE STATISTICS' (Y DR N> Y
SEPARABILITY MATRIX
I + 1.00





1 30 84 £6.53 30 .47 14.63
2 30 86 £6.86 34 .47 16.49
1 + 1.00
2 + 0.56 1 .00
.36
.00
CREATE fl CATEGORIZED UINDDU FILE7<Y OR »••_
CREATE A CATEGORIZED UINDDU FILE'fvY DR Ni Y
VARIANCES
1.60 3.60
I .52 1 .4«
C-3
l.-fiTEGDPIZEIi MIMIiOM F ILE=UhtSTE -CAT
i:REflTE H ;tbti::tii:; file'-','.' dr m y_
OUTPUT iTRTriTU": FILE= Mhi::TE.::-TRT
!CL HCT L'NIPUE
iCLlP ft liUHIiDl.i
I-UBUltl 'Hi:!' TO Dli^ ::UEIJ1MIiDI.I PPOGPSt^' > vepsidm







CHfttlMEl.-; Ul irlE : 1 £ ? 4
NUMEEP DF IJIHriDu: = l
1 : Sin .i4t>: .£1t i:i.£'??':. 49i".0
i!LDDPrilHMTE'
ENTEP i-DDPrHHRTE: DF "UELilMIiDM; DF MIHUDM 1
U'E E:i: pup the full CDOPPINflTE:;- dp THEIiUHUDIil
TEPMirifiTE MITH CftRPlfteE PETUPM DhLY DN fl LINE
£154.£!51i:i'£16Q!£51'?
£!WRITE
riuMEEP DF i.uurni.r = i
£l':,4-c':-lii-£lt.f'.L5l9
PIlPITlDnHL :HMPLINe. PDI.I=1. LDLUMt1=l
Dl.iTPUT F!LE=MftCTE Jillh [ Neh i/ersidhJ
SEHTEP iTFlTMTIi:: FILE EDITDP
INPUT STATISTICS FILE=EvflMPLE.3 -STflT
FILE TYPE=4. CflTEGDPIES OUTPUT^ 9. CHfiNNELS=4
WANT TD USE fiPRIORI PRDEIEILITIEE?< Y DP N,> N_
INPUT WINDDW FILE=EXRnPLE£.UIN
FILE TYPE=0, ROW CDL SRMPLIN6= 1 1> CHRNNELS
NUMBER DF I,IINDD1.IS= 1
CftTEGDRIZED WINHDW F ILE^EYRNPLEj .CRT
PLEfiSE USE "PRINT" TD SEE CLRSS IF IChTIDN .
SPRINT R IjlINDDW
OUTPUT DEVICE?!.^ FDR LIST) T_
INPUT WIMDDIJ FILE=E!<:RMPLE3.CRT
FILE TYPE= E> CRTE6DRIES RSKEIi= <'i CRTEbDRIES DUTPUT =
riELTR= O.CliJ. LDNG RDWS= 39, NUMBER DF I.IINEOI.l^ = 1
rHRNNELS=4, PDW CDL SflMPLINb^ 1 1
I.IINIIDI.IS:
;: NDRTH WEST ' SOUTH ERST NUMBER DF PDINTS
1 :f£lll ,£466) (:£18C>£535> 4'aCiCi
MINIMUM RELIABILITY TO DISPLAY^ ( d . C TD 1 .
t
MANT TO GROUP CfiTEGDRIES?f Y DP N) N_
INPUT ITRTISTICS FILE^'UGRP-EEET::
MAPPING USEIi:l£34567S
WANT COUNT DF GROUPS'
ttUMBER OF rHTEGDPIES= 3 NUMBER DF CHRNNELS=4
TYPE "' FDR LIST DF LDNMRNnS
LDI.I CRTE6DPY. HIGH CRTEGDRY^ l ,3
INPUT fflTEGDPY 1 TD OUTPUT CATEGORY 1
IttPUT CRTEGDRY £ TD OUTPUT CRTEGDRY £
IttPUT CRTEGDRY 3 TD OUTPUT CRTEbDRY 3
.;D_
INPUT STATISTICS FILE=CORN .STRT
NUMBER DF CATEGDPIES= £ NUMBER DF CHANNELS=4
LOW CATEGORY, HIGH CATEGDPY=lj
INPUT CHTEGDP'i' 1 TD OUTPUT CATEGORY
INPUT CATEGORY £ TO OUTPUT CATEGORY
::D_
INPUT STATISTICS F ILE^PASTUPE -STftT
NUMBER DF CATEGORIES= £ NUMBER DF CHANNELS=4
;:W_
LOW CATEGORY, HIGH CRTEGDR'V^ l ,£
INPUT CRTEGDRY 1 TO OUTPUT CATEGORY 6
INPUT CATEGORY £ TO OUTPUT CATEGORY 7
::D_
INPUT strti:tics FILE=WRSTE.STRT
NUMBER DF CftTEGDRIES= £ NUMBER DF rHRNNELS=4
:;W_
LDI.I CATEGOPY- HIGH CATEGDRY= 1 ,£
INPUT CRTEGDPN' 1 TD OUTPUT CATEGORY 8
INPUT CRTEGDRY £ TD OUTPUT CRTEGDRY 9
OUTPUT STATISTICS FILE=EXRMPLE3 .STRT






6789 CI 1 £3456789 1 £3456789 1 £3456789 1.1 1 £34?6
,
jiui nil u££;.icSi£i.i:.;:;












































lll££l£l£n 1 . . .
11111111111 c .




.55544. .44.66. . .6
Ill . ..111455 51111
1 . .11... 1545. 8 11111111111
.1 154 £11111111111
4. .111 5445 111111 ... .6.




..nil.. 51 1555 t
. .1111115. .4. . .7 5.
115555 7766.54. . .
1 7. .6766766.551 . .
15 777676666.44. ..
1 . .887777777767774














. . .7. . . .5445'
4. . .45
. . .4. . .44455
.4544. .44454
. .544. . . .76.
11 . . .
3 1 . . 7
333 1 1 .. 6 . 6 .... 6 ... 444 1 33
.
31 77. . .1111444554133.
331 1 1 1 . . 1££££ 13545555 133
1 11 11 11 . 1 11 11 .. .44554 .333
11 .4. . .111
.




. .111 Ill 45











































Ill 77 444 5
.7 76 4 4.4
! !a66 1 554455. .4
54444. . .4. . . .5.
44445. .4
\ 54. .4
11 1 . .444
1 1 77.7.544444
.77 . . .55444 .1 444544 .£££ .
7 776 454444.1 .1'.
6. . . .5 4444455 . . .
','.'..'. 7 44445.5. .
nil ... .9.























111 .11 ... .1 .









, .e.7 l£in .1 . . .6.
1 ... 1 11 1 ... :
1 .1111 . .11
.l£n££l£n .11111 ... .
;£££.£. 1 .5111 .11
j'i'i.





.... 1 444 .44444444
. . . 75 . .e. . . . .444 .44
. . .6.5 444
. . .5554. . . .744 .4 5 .
nil .55 -.444. .5.11 .
1111555.t; 44 £££
11115.5.77. .. .5.4.5.1 .
.
.c, 7. .44.4.11 .444444 .4 . .5 .9="S. . . .
'_i.\ 455 4444 . 4 ... 45 ... 388 ... .
.
". 7 444 .4 .4445 . . .44 .4444444444555 . .88 ....
. .7 444444445554 . . . .4555544444 8
55.444.4444444.5.5555555 5. .545111 .555. . . .5. . .5.
...4. 4. 4. ...11 .555555544454.4. . .55.1 4. . . .45.4.
4.1 . .3.31 11455555445554.4
1513. .11111 .54544454 .544 11.
4544444444441 155
. .666. . . .44544444444444444451 1 .££.1 1
.




















CaNTINUE WITH THIS FILE'i'Y OR tO V_
MIMIMUM PELIflEILITY TD EISPLRYTCO.O TQ 1.0) 0.05
I.IHNT TD SRDUP CHTESOPIEJ't Y DR N) Y_
ENTER EFiCH GRDUPINb RS •-', T . Q: IS THE DUTPUT GROUP.
fiisn MAY BE AMY PRIMTINf? CHAPAlTEP.
.I> IS A STRIHi; OF INPUT CATEGORIES FROM 1 THRU
9Cfl=10) TD BE MAPPEB TD <0>! <n MUST MDT CDMTfilM AMY
SPACES. A SPACE AND A COMMENT MAY FOLLOW <I>. END WITH
ONLY CAR RET ON A LIME.





K'Ti' DR Nj Y_
WANT COUNT OF GROUPS'? fY DR Ni Y
2222£££222222222222£2£££a£22222222222222222222222£££2£S2£22£a2222££222
4444444444444444444444444444444444555555555555555555555555555555555555
666677777777778888888888999999999900000000001 1 U 1 1 1 1 1 12222222222333333








































































CC SSSSSS SSSSSSSSSSS P . .
.
.
.CCCCC . .CC.PP . . .P SSSSSSSSS .0 PP .
CCCC . . .PP U . .SSS P
CCCC PP p.p.
.P SSSSSS'. .




.ppp.s.cc p.ppp p. ppp.
ssccc CSSSS PP .P . . .SP
.sccc ui SSSSSSSSSSS pp. ..P.P
. .sec SSSSSSSSSSSS PPPPP.WUWW
. . .CCCC SSSSSS p. pp. ppp. .WW. pp. .PWW
.CCCC P P.PJ*. PPP ,..
.csccc PP ppp. ppp
.CSSCCC pp. ..ss PP PP
..SSSSSSC.C . .P C C...P WW.P SSS
SSCCCC PPPP .CC C . .PP SSSSSSSSS . .P
S P..PPPPPPP.CCS C. .C . .PP.... .SSSS.SC u






S. .WWPPPPPPPPPPPPC CCCCCCPPP CCCCCCCCS. . .p. .P.O.
. .W.. .PPPPPP.PPP S C .C CC sec...CCCCC. p. CC-
CCPPPPPPPPPPPPPP.C. . .C CCCCCCCP C. .CC.CCCC .P.CCC
PPPPPPPPPPPPP.ee CC.CCCC... ,C. .CCCCCCCCCC. .CC. .cc.c
S .S . .PPPPPPPPPPPPP .CC P . .CC U. .CCCC . .CCCCC PP c s
sssssppppppppppppp.ee P..S wu..cec pp...ecesss..c c
s PPPPPPPPPPPPP ss.c. .SSS. .UM.cccc ccccc.ss..c.cce..
PPPPPPPPP SSS...SSSSC SS...W. ..CCCCCCC..CCCCCSS...C.C.C.
P SSSP.P.SSS S UCCCCCCC. .CCCCCSSS.PP. .CC .
...SSS SSS ss uwcececcccc.ccccc.s.p. .p..
.
SSSSSS PSSS ssss U.CC.CCCC. ..CCCC CCCC
SSSSS..P.P P...CCCSSS S C CCCCC p. ..SS.CCCCCC
ss PP . . .ssssccccccsss SSS SSS CC eccccc
SSSSSS..SSSSSSSCCCCCCSSS ssss... ssss CeS.P CCCCC
SSSSSSS .SSSSS . . .CCCCC .SSSP .P .SSCC SSSSSSSSSS CCCCC
ssssssss ecceccsss ssssssssssssp ecce
SSS PP CCC C SSSSSSSSSSSSSP P.CCC
.P PP C CC SSSSS.SSSSSSSP CCCC
P C C SSSSSSSSSSSSSS CCC
. .PPP S CCCCCC .C CSSSSSSSSSSSSSS ss.ccc
ceccc . . .c c . .sssssssssssss . .p s . . .p .
ceccc. .c . SSSSSSSSSSSS.ecpp
cc.c SSSSSSSSSSS p p.p..
ss S..CCC SSSS U PP
s s pp. p.CCCCCC PPP..UUWWUUUW p. .
.pp. . .eccccs ecceccsss uwwuuuuuuuuuw p
p ppp ececec.s.se. . . .puuwwuumwmwuuu.pp pc
p. . . .c eccccce c . .uwwuuuwuuwuuw p
P CCCCCC UWUWUWUUIUUWU P
C P S U.UWUWWUIUIUWW UU.W.P
P UIUUUUUUUUUWUUWW.PP.PP.U. . . .
SSS ss S. .UUUUUWUMU.UIWW.PPPPP CCC
P P . .SSSSSC .UUUUUUUUUUUW CC .CCCCC
PP uiuuuwu c ceccc
.P p. CCCC PP SSSSS. S. ..P csss.ccc
CCCCCC s . . .ssss . . .c cecccccc
. .P PP cecccccc S .ssss . .ss CCCC .CC
. .P CCCC .CCCCCCC SSSSSSSSSS .SSSSS CCC .CCCCCCCC
. -p cecccccccsss .s .s .csss .ss s CCCCCCCCCCC
ceccecccccccs sccc.c PC .p ccc .cc
..ppp CCeCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCSS.SS.SS P.P P.C CCC
.ccccceccccccececccccccccccsssssss. .pp. . .p.e cccc . . .pcce c
eccccceccccccecccccccccccccss ppppp ssss.cc p. ccc. .ess.
ecceececcccccccccccccc . . .ppp ppp csssscec -p cc sss
ecccccccccccc. .ss p ppp.c. .cssssc.c.pp cccs.
ccccccss PP..P p..ec.CSS.CCCCCC .c.c.uiuu
c .ceccc . .p p CCC cccc .c . . .cc . .www
ccccccc p cccc .cccc . . .cc .ecccccccccccc . .uu
.C P CCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCC u
U
. .
.PP CC .CCC .CCCCCCC .C .CCCCCCC C .CCCSSS .CCC c . .c
.
. .ss CC CCC ss .CCCCCCCCCCCC .C . . .CC .S C CC .c
s cc CS . .S .SSSSCCCCCCCCCCCC .c
.SSSSSSSSS scss . .SSSSS .cecccccc .ccc SS .
.4900 TOTAL VALID POIMTS.
ClUP COUNT PERCEMT





CDMTIMUE WITH THIS FILE7CY DR N) N_

































































46 TOTAL PAGES IN USE - 600 ALLDMED. 46 UNPELETEB-
SYSTEM TOTAL: 129817 PAGES LEFT. 95618 USEP
gLOGDUT
KILLED JOB 33. USER 0Z6A
.
USED 0:£:8 IN 1 :£5:1
ACCT 1 11641 . TT^ £. AT








